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Welcome to the October 2022 issue,  

 
President's Report 
 
We near the end of the Association's financial year, and the AGM will be held on 
Saturday 5th November 2022 at 1730 hours at the Claremont RSL Club, with 
Reunion Dinner for all Sappers, serving or retired, to follow. Partners of course are 
most welcome! 
 
This AGM will see some changes to the Association's constitution presented for the 
members to vote on. The major amendment requested will be to expand the number 
of committee members from 4 to 6, with at least one being resident in the north of 
the state. Within the expanded committee will be the responsibilities for IT and 
Media, Welfare, and Social roles. More detailed information will be forwarded to 
everyone on the mailing list as required by the constitution. 
 
Our objective is to grow the Association to a state-wide organisation as there are ex 
Sappers tucked away all over Tasmania. The future of our Association is 
predominately with ex ARA Sappers and any currently serving in non-corps postings 
in Tasmania. The Head of Corps (HoC) RAE has recognised the present and future 
growing need for the local associations, especially post discharge and has requested 
serving Sappers to join their local association. This Association, possibly the second 
oldest in Australia has its origins in the AIF Engineers Association, founded in 1931 
by men returned from WW1. They supposedly grudgingly allowed sappers from the 
2nd AIF to join with comments like "you blokes were only swanning in the Pacific for 
3 years while we had 4 years of horror in the trenches". The AIF Engineers 
Association continued on and of course there was the fiasco of how the boys 
returning from Vietnam were treated. WW2 veteran and ARA WO2 Joe Jabour, a 
great leader and motivator and life member of this association could see the need for 
recruitment and encouraged CMF and ARes Sappers to join the Association. In the 
mid 1990's as the 2nd AIF ranks were thinning, the old boys were talking about 
closing the Association down, drink some of the money and give the rest to Legacy. 
They were a very closely bonded group of blokes, like my dad and his army mates,  
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and being on the committee with them, I had got to know them quite well. They were 
very pleased when some of us Reservists stepped up and continued to carry the 
Association forward and with some guidance from Mick Ryan, then president of the 
RAE Assn WA, transformed the AIF Engineers Association into the Royal Australian 
Engineers Association of Tasmania, and later incorporated the Association. The ex-
12 Fd Sqn (ARes) members are fading away and now is the time for the next wave 
to step up and take on the responsibility of carrying the Association forward and 
evolving it into an organisation which can cater for their and future Sappers' needs. 
 
It is now up to you Sappers out there to STEP UP, GET MOTVATED, IDENTIFY 
PEOPLE FOR ROLES OR ROLES FOR YOURSELF, GET TALKING WITH YOUR 
MATES, GET FINANCIAL, GET NOMINATING, AND GET VOTING!  P.S. Don't 
forget to get social....Now what is the rallying call over at the Red Roosters?? 
 
 Membership Application Forms are available to download from the Tassappers 
website. Subs are $20 per annum and as a last resort can be paid before the 
commencement of the AGM thus entitling you to vote. Proxy voting is available and 
must be in writing and lodged with the Secretary prior to the commencement of the 
AGM. Any questions? contact myself or the Secretary. 
 
I look forward to your attendance at the AGM and socialising at the dinner to follow. 
Mick Ryan once said to me "We Sappers don't have hearing problems, we just talk 
loud!" 
 
 Good progress is being made with the cataloguing, classification, and digital and 
photographic recording to current best practice standard of the RAE memorabilia in 
the custody of the Association. Our honorary Historian/Curator Lindsay Hamilton is 
being assisted by John Clark and Arthur Garland with their specialist skills on this 
task and they will forward a report as requested by the HoC RAE on our collection to 
enable HoC to pursue the lack of memorabilia storage space within the ADF. 
 
Many thanks to the previous committees led by Ken Cusick and Hilton Atkinson for 
their initial cataloguing and care of the memorabilia which has assisted the current 
team in getting off to a good start. The problem of a permanent storage and display 
facility for our collection has not yet been solved. This is a problem common 
throughout the ADF with many active units and associations not having any ADF 
provided storage or display space. The Army History Unit is limited in its ability to 
address this matter and we have been advised that we need to go political in an 
attempt to have the government direct the ADF accordingly. To that end we are 
considering approaching other associations in similar situations to combine and 
make joint approaches to politicians, as can you, as individual citizens concerned 
about the loss of Australian Military Heritage. I discussed this matter and the growth 
of the Association with Andrew Wilkie the Independent Member for Clark at lunch on 
Vietnam Veterans' Day and he promised to give us an advertisement on the 
Community Noticeboard of his forthcoming electorate newsletter. Which he did! 
Thankyou Andrew! 
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The Secretary and I attended the Vietnam Veterans' Day commemorative service at 
the Hobart Cenotaph and laid a wreath on behalf of the Association and we will 
continue to do so in the future. 
 
 In closing I urge all Tasmanian Sappers to think of their duty to their mates, 
participate in and help grow the Association, and follow and contribute to the Royal 
Australian Engineers Association Tasmania Facebook page and the Tassappers 
website. Many thanks to WO2 Cameron Elliott OAM for the Facebook page and to 
Ken Cusick and his son James for the setting up the Tassappers website. 
 
 Follow the Sapper! 
 
 Bogdan "Micho" Michalkowski 
 President 
 
 
Payment of Subs 
Still set at $20.00 annually, 
To Mystate Bank, BSB: 807-009, Account No: 51419745 (Cuscal Limited) 
 
Please include your name as reference with the payment, so as to avoid upsetting 
our Treasurer. 
 
RAE Assn Committee Meeting Dates 2022 
The committee proposes to meet for the remainder of this year on the following 
dates, 
 
6 Oct ‘22 
17 Nov ‘22 
 
If members have any matters for the attention of the committee, please forward to 
the Secretary not less than seven days prior to any committee meeting. 
 
Other Significant Dates for 2022 
Please note the following dates, 
 
5 Nov ’22, RAE Assn AGM and Annual Dinner at Claremont RSL 
 
For those who haven’t had the pleasure of meeting another former ARA Sapper 
living in Tasmania, we have a short introduction, 

Warrant Officer Class One Mel Patterson 

 I enlisted into the Army on 24 Oct 1990 and completed recruit training marching out 
as top soldier. I was allocated the Corps of my choice, RAE as a Field Engineer. 
Upon competing IET’s, I was posted to 1Tp 1Fd Sqn 2/3 FER (later transitioned to 1 
CER).  
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During my early years at 1Fd Sqn, I participated in high-risk search and unexploded 
munitions disposal duties within Australia. These duties included: Operation’s 
WATTLE and BOGAN GATE, the Sydney ‘Bikie Wars’ and the ‘Bomb Search Team’ 
for the Australian visits of the Queen and USA President Bush (senior).  

I participated in an exchange to the British 28th Amphibious Engineer Regiment 
Germany 1997, East Timor on OP WARDEN 1999 and Afghanistan OP SLIPPER 
2013.  

My most rewarding, non-regimental, experience was a two year posting to the USA 
Engineer School, Fort Leonard Wood. There, I was employed at the Counter 
Explosives Hazards Centre, and I had technical oversight of contingency based 
Explosive Hazards courses, delivered to deploying USA and coalition forces. During 
this period, I was invited to Canada to assist the Canadian School of Military 
Engineering develop and implement High Risk Engineer Search into their curriculum.  

Promotions: LCPL 1993, CPL 1995, SGT 2000, WO2 2004, WO1 2008.  

Postings: 1Fd Sqn 2/3FER (1 CER), 23 Spt Sqn, 1Fd Sqn, SME, SSM 1Fd Sqn, 
OPSWO 5 CER, USA Engineer School Fort Leonard Wood. SSM 23 Spt Sqn, RSM 
21 Const Regt, RSM 1 CER, Career Advisor D-SCMA, and Career Advisor D-
RSCMA (Reserves).  

During my three and a half years as RSM 1 CER, the Regiment had a very high OP 
tempo. It participated in TLG2 and supported three rotations to Afghanistan, 
Operation SLIPPER. This period included the combat deaths of CPL Richard 
Atkinson and SPR Jamie Larcombe, early 2011. Lest we Forget  

I retired from regular service in 2015 and active service Jan 2018.  

Upon leaving the regular forces, I retired to Cethana (vicinity of the area I grew up 
in). I live in the sub alpine region on 70 acres and spent my time developing the 
property. I am owner building a house. The house is a DIY project, as at writing this I 
am a bit over halfway through pouring the footings. 

Thanks Mel, 

 

And a short story from another of our own, Dennis (Tex) Nevins who was posted to 
12 Fd Sqn as ARA Plant NCO in the early 80’s, and a popular and respected 
member of the Unit, 

5th May 69.   

Last night [4th] after moving into Ambush, Hippie and I heard movement, it sounded like 
human, it must be a Nog we thought. Pat Walker was just about to brass it when it was a 
few feet away then realized it was a monkey or something similar. It really had us fooled.   
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Bob Searle saw 2 Nog's coming through scrub on the opposite side of the track, they were 
listening to a Radio. For some reason Deano or Gums had a laugh about something, smart 
arse.  I didn't hear a thing from my position, it was only PHQ that saw them. There was 
movement at Gum's Gun and the Nog's turned the Radio off and bugged out. The Skipper 
didn't fire to open the Ambush as the Nog's were still outside the killing area.  

In my position I heard no noise other than the animal. We really need a contact to get us 
back on the ball, we have slackened off a bit. I even at one stage dropped my daks and took 
my boot's off to put some baby powder on my rashes in my crutch and feet, as soon as I 
smelt the powder, I knew I'd made a "stuff up" and quickly dressed again. I felt foolish for 
doing this as the scent in the jungle is noticeable. Bob Searle spoke to me about it, I told him 
the rashes were itchy and I thought the powder would give me relief. He never got up me, 
he knew that I had learnt a lesson.  

At 0800hrs A Company had hit bunkers and had called in Mortars and Gunships, at the same 
time we moved out of our Ambush to where we had tea last night and ate breakfast.  

We pushed out at 0900hrs from our breakfast area, our Section was leading in single file, 
Pat Walker was scouting followed by Butch, myself, Verral, Hippie and Doc Kimball. We 
were about to have our first contact, I could feel it 10 minutes before contact, you could 
almost touch it, the others could sense it, the pace had slowed up.  

We came to an overgrown Ox Cart track, Butch called the Skipper up for a Recce, he told us 
to go left up the Ox track. I had my eyes on Patty Walker, he was stalking like a feral cat, 
slowly moving forward, his head moving left to right, his pace slow, nothing had been seen 
yet, his boots touched the ground like feathers, he was the best. I was planning myself, hook 
in hard, cover Pat and Butch, as the bloke with the fire power I could feel the pressure. After 
40 yards the Boss gave us the Halt signal, he may have heard the Nog's first but once 
stopped we heard them, the enemy signal was given. Pat, Butch and Myself moved forward 
the rest of the Section were 20 yards back. The Nog's were coming straight at Pat, I could 
see Pat waiting, it was intense. I was lying in the middle of the Ox track near Butch Baker, 
then the Nog's no more than 6 in number changed direction slightly, going across the Ox 
track in front of Pat. I couldn't work out why Pat hadn't opened up. Now they were coming 
down on my right, and I couldn't change my Gun direction without creating noise. The Nog's 
were about 30 feet away, they were yakking, they had no idea we were there. Then Pat 
opened fire yelling "Contact Front". It should have been an Ambush Right call as I could see 
the bushes moving to my right. I squeezed the trigger, nothing fired, the operating group 
slammed forward, no one told me that could happen when training in Australia. I re-cocked 
in a milly second and" Death Adder" started tap dancing. I sprayed the whole area putting in 
good rounds. Doc and Hippie had moved up to my left and Allen Verral was getting my Gun 
rounds off them. With butch on the ground I put my Gun on a fallen tree that was across the 
track I continued firing even though I was quite exposed kneeling up on one knee. The Nog's 
withdrew past Pat and were returning Automatic Fire with AK47, I could hear the crackling 
of their rounds going over above us.  

Then Pat yelled to me " Put a burst up there", I put in an 80 round burst covering over Pat as 
he leopard crawled back to me at a rapid pace. I was still firing with the Gun on the dead 
tree, Pat got in under the tree and looked up at me and said "Bugger it Tex, I'll give you a  
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hand with the Gun, it's a bit safer back here". He had a massive smile on his face, I guess 
from relief.  

The Nog's bugged out, Roy Ellis Section plus the Boss put in a clearing sweep from the right 
and no bodies were found but they discovered the "U" beaut track the Nog's were using.  

George Hitchcock was hanging back on the sweep, I said in Aussie that George wouldn't be 
able to handle it.  

The contact was over within a short time, I fired 250 rounds and had 3 stoppages, once for 
the rounds not being engaged correctly, and twice when the rounds got caught in tree 
branches, all these stoppages were addressed quickly. The other blokes from my Section 
fired about 80 rounds each, it's the Platoons first contact, we had no one hurt.  

We harboured in the contact area then our Section went up the track where the enemy 
bugged out and set up Ambush on the track. We were there for 4 hours then Roy Ellis 
Section relieved us. Blue Nicholos took his Section back to D Company CHQ and got water 
and ammo for our Platoon.  

Tonight, we have a Platoon Ambush on the track.  

Call sign 1-1 [1 Platoon] made contact and Killed 2 Nog's.  

  

*Two fresh graves were found later on which were credited to us.  

 *"Tex" was my nickname given to me by my mate "Stick" Feldman at Basic Training. I was 
stuck with it and loathed the word because of its connection with America. Anyone who 
knows me will tell you that I'm always loyal to Australia. At Kapooka I told the blokes to call 
me Jacka as in Jackaroo or Brumby, but I didn't win.  

Dennis (Tex) Nevins 
Beaudesert Qld 
17 Jul ‘22 
 
 

Veterans Retreat, Lake Sorell 
 
A reminder that the Veterans Retreat is available for use by all serving and retired 
Sappers, and as attached. 
 

 

Andrew Montgomery 

Secretary 

 

RAE Assn of Tas Inc. 

0418 125760 
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Warrant Officer II Dennis “Sapper” Turner 

Military Service Biography 

 

Having missed the ballot for call up, I joined the CMF in 1967 and enlisted at 12 Fd 

Sqn RAE at Dowsings Point. I was initially disappointed I was not called up as some 

of my mates were, so I elected the CMF and signed up for the obligatory 5 years. 

In fact, there were three that enlisted that night. First in line at the Q store was Colin 

Bowden, second was me and behind me was Les Holmes a good mate with whom I 

worked, and we elected to both join the Engineers. This move was encouraged by our 

boss Gordon Dowell who played for Glenorchy with John Burton who was a Sgt with 

12 Fd. (My military number is then next one up from Colin’s and we returned to the 

Sqn many years later, me as SSM and Col as OC). 

My first camp was the Cracroft Bridge Construction in 1968 and was deemed to be 

our recruit camp. Cpl Glenn Stearnes was our Section Commander. The camp was 

hard physically but we survived. 

Later that year, I got the urge to go jackerooing through the outback. Due to my CMF 

obligation I transferred to 50 RTR, which was a unit set up in Tassie for the sole 

purpose for those who had the obligation but due to work commitments or remote 

locality, were unable to attend the weekly training weekends or the annual camp. 

The unit was known as 50 RTR Special Conditions CMF Remote Locality. Members 

were detached to 22 Royal Victoria Regiment which was a unit of National Service 

classification set up again for those who were deferred because of the civilian farming 

and related activities which deemed as important to ensure supply to the Vietnam war 

effort. 

So, the 33-day annual training obligation was held at Puckapunyal in Sept/Oct 1968. 

The Battalion was formed in 1967 and had a strength of nearly 400. So, with little 

military experience outside of hands-on skills picked up at 12 Fd Sqn, with issue 

sausage kit bag packed, and thinking I was doing the camp in Brighton Tas, I was 

whisked off to Pucka, collected at Tullamarine with a few others and went straight to 

Site 6 which was a tented accommodation on duck boards, 6 to a tent.  

Next day I was volunteered as a student on the subject A, B, and C course for CPL 

run by 2RTB Recruit Training Battalion, a condensed 6 week course of pure hell at 

first but mellowed as I was awarded a trophy of equal most improved on the course 

with another bloke who became my best mate and we still communicate on a regular 

basis. 

This induction camp was the foundation laid for career in the Army CMF later known 

as the Army Reserve. During this camp, day one of the NCO course is where my nick 

name “Sapper” became tag for the rest of my life so far 
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Currently my corps was still RAE. All others on the course were Privates having 

completed the recruit training in 1967. So, at roll call that morning we were referred to 

as “Privates” and answered accordingly, including me. 

Our first duty was to line up at the Q Store and collect our weapons and CES for the 

course plus other stuff. We gathered at the compound gate having a smoke, waiting 

for an instructor to turn up. Soon there was “Smokes out and line up!” I was a bit slow 

on the smokes out and this “Cpl” strode up to me and “Did you hear what I said?” “Yes 

Cpl” I replied. Well, this bloke’s heart rate shot up and he went red in the face and 

bellowed out “it’s not Cpl it’s Bombardier!!!!!!!!!” 

The only Bombardier I knew had tracks on it and was used in snow or muddy 

conditions. 

Well, next morning at Roll call names were called out by the Bombardier and Private 

Turner was called. I remained at ease. Pte Turner again was called, no movement 

from me. The Bombardier came bursting through to the rear rank. Our noses nearly 

touching, he bellowed again Pte Turner. I stood to attention and bellowed back, “When 

you call me by my correct rank BOMBARDIER, I will respond. “What is that then Pte 

Turner?” ‘I took a deep breath and resounded SAPPER “. 

I was not going to have some prick in a white lanyard push me around. This person 

was removed from the instructor team about 2 weeks later because off attitude issues 

towards diggers and from that moment on the course was hard but enjoyable as I 

matured that day to become the soldier I was to be. 

In 1969 at Puckapunyal 5 of us who excelled on the Cpls course were given temporary 

rank of Sgt. The unit was keen to become self-supporting with internal NCO’s and 

officers. Of the 33 students on the Cpls course only 18 qualified. 

Our senior staff were ARA. Our CO was a CMF Colonel, RSM was ARA and tough. 

The RSM gave us a 1-day induction to being a Sgt. I was awarded the Assault Pioneer 

Platoon and carried that till I transferred back to Tassie.  

Also, this year 14 of us were selected to special training under the wing of our Cadre 

Training WO and VC recipient Keith Payne to become members of the Australian Army 

Training Team Vietnam. 6 weeks before we were due to go to Vn the deployment was 

cancelled. We were not happy. However, we soon got over it. 

I spent time on loan as an RTI to 2RTB to train conscripts who were called up. This 

gave me a wealth of experience. 

Back Tassie and having changed corps to RAINF conscription finished in 1972 and 

the remote locality units were disbanded. 22 RVR laid up its colours in the Shrine of 

Remembrance in Melbourne. 

I was posted to 12 RTR as a Mortar platoon Sgt in 1972 parading in Longford. After 

18 months I transferred to 6 Training Gp and paraded at Brighton for the next 4 years. 
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Also, in 1973 whilst at 12 RTR I attended T Comd Trg Unit or TCTU as it was then 

known (before it was 6 Trg Gp) and substantiated ABC for Sgt. I was the only CMF 

member on the course the other students were ARA. 

In 1975 I attended Subjects ABC for Warrant Officer and qualified Top Student. I 

stayed on at Training Group until 1978. ORPAC was a committee consisting of RSM 

DSU, 6 Trg Gp RSM, officers from ARA and ARES. Their charter was to place SNCO’s 

into Field Force Units and take in from Field Force those who would benefit from their 

time at 6 Trg Gp. 

I was posted to 12 Fd SQN RAE as SSM, still Infantry corps. A rewarding post I held 

until 1983.  

My Dad was a foundation member of the Lindisfarne RSL in 1946, and in 1982 as a 

member of that RSL I was the first non-returned person, ARES serving in uniform, to 

be elected president of an RSL in Australia. 

1983 Back to NCO Trg Wing at 6 Trg Gp. for 2 years. 1985 I was posted to 146 Sig 

Sqn still Inf Corps by the then Commander 6MD, Col Reg Beasley, to “Instil some 

discipline into the unit”. 

This 12-month post ended so back to 6Trg Gp at my request. At my return I received 

a call from the RSM 6MD/DSU WOI Colin Lee that the Commander Col Reg Beasley 

wanted to see me. I attended with the RSM and Col Beasley offered me a PSO. At 

that time, I was the most senior ARes WOII in the state. He said I had 2 minutes to 

respond. So, as I was in civvies I stood at attention and said” thankyou Sir for your 

offer, but I would rather remain King of the shits than shit of the Kings”. 

He thrust his hand forward and said “I am pleased you said that Sapper, I am proud 

to shake the hand of a soldier.” 

Col Beasley and I had a first name basis relationship too. He called me Sapper and I 

called him Sir. 

In 1989 I was moved to the unallotted list and at age now of 74 I think I am still on that 

list. 

Sapper Turner 

 
Editors Note: 

 I recall my first AFX with 12 Fd Sqn at SME in 1979. First morning on parade 
and the new SSM, WO2 Turner, conducted the unit parade wearing one boot 
with the other foot bandaged and in a thong, apparently as the result of a 
bare-footed BBQ injury a week earlier. Next morning, all Sappers were on 
parade and wearing one boot and one thong. 

 
Gracious in defeat, and no matter how uncomfortable it must have been for 
him, the new SSM wore both boots for the duration of that AFX. 

 
    

                                                                                                                         


